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Recap: Jablonski Diagram
• For more than two states, we can think in terms of a 

Jablonski diagram (which includes ro-vibrational levels)



Fermi’s Golden Rule
• Fermi’s Golden Rule provides a constant rate for 

population transfer between one eigenstate and a 
quasi-continuum of states

• It can provide a good estimate of the internal 
conversion rate: from one vibrational level to a 
high density of vibrational states on a lower energy 
potential energy surface:

• Where                   is the matrix element of 
perturbation H’ between i and j states, and r(Ej) is 
the density of states per unit energy
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Born-Oppenheimer Approximation

• TISE is dependent on the nuclear and electron positons (R and r
respectively).

• Unfortunately we cannot solve this equation for anything other 
than Hydrogen atom like systems

• Nuclear motion is far slower than the electron velocities
• Recognising that these differences in timescales, we can invoke 

the Born-Oppenheimer approximation:

• Where the nuclear wavefuction (c) is no longer dependent on 
the position of the electrons

• This thereby provides a potential energy surface which the 
nuclei move on
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Electronic States
• Low energy singlet excited electronic 

states are formed by promotion of an 
electron from a bonding to an anti-
bonding orbital (see MOs of indole)

• We then ascribe the states a label 
based on the orbitals involved

The first electronically excited singlet state 
of indole, S1 (1Lb), is a p*⟵p transition: An 
electron in the HOMO is promoted to the 
LUMO orbital



A Note on Excitons
• It is important to clarify the definition of an exciton
• The term represents an interacting electron-hole pair, 
e.g. excited state of molecule, nanomaterial, etc..
• Frenkel: tightly bound e--h+ pair, organic molecules
• Wannier-Mott: loosely bound, semi-conductor, QDs

Radius:
~10 Å

Binding 
Energy:
0.8-1 eV

Radius:
~100 Å

Binding 
Energy:
~10 meV



The Potential Energy Surface

• We can calculate the 
potential energy as a 
function of inter-
nuclear co-ordinates

• The figure displays a 
2D PES for ammonia 
as a function of N-H 
stretch and bond 
angle, q



Born Oppenheimer Dynamics
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Limitations of the Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
• Born-Oppenheimer approximation assumes that the 

electronic structure of the molecule rapidly adjusts to changes 
in nuclear configuration and restricts motion to one surface

• For example, in the case of NaI photodissociation this means 
only Na+ + I- products would be formed.

• Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation can fail 
if nuclear motion is 
fast, and surface 
hopping e.g. to form 
Na. + I. products

• This occurs in regions 
of the potential energy 
surface called conical 
intersections



Co-ordinates of Conical Intersections
• Two important co-ordinates in 

the branching plane: tuning 
and coupling modes

• Timescale of nuclear and 
electronic motion is no longer 
decoupled:

H ≠ Helec + Hnuc

• The Born-Oppenheimer 
approximation breaks down

• Conical Intersections provide 
an ultrafast funnel between 
two (or more) electronic states



Conical Intersections in Action: DNA

• Branching into the 1pp* and 1np* state is dictated by: 
momentum of nuclei, electronic coupling between states

Hare et al., PNAS, 104, 435 (2007)



Conical Intersections Mediate Efficient 
Singlet Fission in TIPS-pentacene

Musser et al., Nat. Phys., 4, 352 (2015)

• Singlet fission converts
one singlet exciton into 
two triplets

• Triplet lifetimes are 
longer, and therefore 
better for exciton 
diffusion in organic 
photovoltaic materials

• In 100 fs singlet fission of
TIPS-pentance occurs with 
a 200%(!) quantum yield 
and driven via passage 
through a conical 
intersection mediated by 
low frequency vibrational 
motions



Solution Phase Photochemistry
• So far we have only worried about the interaction of 

light with isolated molecules
• Molecules and materials don’t exist in a vacuum,  

they are not a closed system but are surrounded by 
baths, e.g. solution, protein, extended materials
• Liquids are very dense: 1022 molecules cm-3, 

meaning at thermal energies collisions between 
adjacent molecules occur on timescales between 
10-15 and 10-13 s.
• The interactions with surrounding molecules on 

such short timescales, means elementary relaxation 
processes involve energy loss through interaction 
with the environment.



Put simply: “molecules move, exchange 
vibrational energy with surroundings, 

transfer charges (protons/electrons) and 
respond to sudden changes in the 

environment on picosecond and shorter 
timescales.”

Graham Fleming
Chemical Applications of Ultrafast Spectroscopy (1986)



Solute-Solvent Interactions
Mechanical Rotational (and Translational) Motion
• Rotational motion for macromolecules in liquids can be 

approximated by the Debye-Stokes-Einstein relation:

assuming a spherical particle with volume, V= (4/3)pr3 and 
dynamic viscosity h: tangential force per unit area

Ds = kT / 6Vη

• Model fails for small molecules, 
especially oblates or prolates:
for a solute molecule to move, 
solvent molecules must be 
pushed out of the way

• Neglects electrostatic inter-
molecular interactions prolate: l1≫l2 = l3 oblate: l1= l2 ≫ l3



• Dipolar Interactions
• Several types of different 

intermolecular interactions present in 
solution:
• van der Waals/ H-bonding
• Dipole-dipole:

• Generally reduce system to “system” 
(solute) and “bath” (solvent). i.e. 
solute dipole and bulk dielectric

• Cartoon illustrations a snapshot in 
time, but continually changing due to 
thermal energy (kBT)

Solvation shell: ~3 Å diameter

H

V (r) = −2µ1µ2
4πε0r

3 where: µx = Qjx j
j
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Solute-Solvent Interactions



Fluorescence Red Shifts

Dye in solution

Retinal in opsin protein

Solvatochromaticity

Zhang et al., Chem. Sci., 5 2710-2716 (2014)

11-cis-retinal

Wang et al., BioEssays., 36 65-74 (2013)



Homogeneous Broadening
Isolated gas phase molecules:
t depends on Einstein A and B 
coefficients:

Solution phase:
One source of broadening is from coupling 
to solvent quasi-continuum reduces the 
lifetime of state 1 and thus Dn increases 
(recall:                          )    
Formally, a purely homogeneously 
broadened system has a Lorentzian line 
shape

n01

n01

Energy levels Frequency spectrum

ΔνΔt ≥ ! / 2

Δv ≈ 1
2πτ



Inhomogeneous Broadening

• Black line gives the ensemble line shape
• For an inhomogeneously broadened system (Gaussian), the total lineshape is 

comprised from the sum of different homogeneously broadened line shapes
• Different absorption frequencies due to different solute-solvent

interactions, i.e. different hydrogen bonding configurations (A vs B)

• Other examples: non-monodispersed nanoparticles, inhomogeneous protein 
structure

n01



Stokes Shift

Stokes Shift

• The Stokes shift is equal
to the difference between
absorption and fluorescence
maxima



Dynamic Stokes Shift

M.L. Horng, et al., J. Phys. Chem., 99 17311 (1995). 

Coumarin 153

t = 0 ps

t = 50 ps

Time resolved fluorescence 
spectra for Coumarin 153 in 
formamide solvent measured 
using ultrafast fluorescence 
up-conversion spectroscopy.



Dynamic Stokes Shift
• The Stokes shift evolves with time as dictated by two parameters: (1) 

solvent re-organisation timescale and (2) solute-solvent vibrational energy 
transfer rate

l

• Re-organisation
energy (l) = 

• ½  x Stokes Shift



System−Bath Coupling
• For a Stokes shift to occur, vibrational energy is 

transferred from the solute to the solvent on a 
typically several picosecond timescale

• Solvent re-organisation is one key part in this-
alignment of solute and solvent dipoles

• Minor component is mechanical (unless solvent 
has no dipole)

• This requires the energy to couple between the 
vibrational states of the molecule and solvent bath 
phonons using a spectral density model

• Provides rational behind Kasha’s law of 
fluorescence



System−Bath Coupling
• The spectral density, J(w), is the frequency dependent 

coupling constant between to the solvent and bath:

• ca is the coupling of the system to bath mode a
• d(w-wa) is the difference in energy between system 

and bath modes
Problem: model relies on 
harmonic and Gaussian 
fluctuations which are in a 
lot of cases are completely 
unphysical.

J (ω ) = 4π
!

cα
2

α
∑ δ (ω −ωα )

J(
w
)



CdSe Quantum Dot Solvation Dynamics

• Ultrafast transient 
absorption 
measurements 
monitor the excited 
state lifetime of 
5 nm CdSe QDs

• Changing the ligand 
modifies the QD 
lifetime by a factor 
of 3.

18 ps

12 ps

8 ps

6 ps
trioctylphosphine/
trioctylphosphine oxide

Guyot-Sionnest et al. J. Chem. Phys., 123, 074709 (2005)



Competing Energy Dissipation Pathways
• Relaxation of hot 

conduction band levels 
can be driven by a 
variety of processes:

• Energy transfer to 
ligands (vibrational)

• Phonon-assisted intra-
band relaxation



Single-Walled Carbon Nanotubes

E11

RBM

E22

• E22 lifetime is ~120 fs
• DE(E22-E11) = 0.9 eV

Graham et al., Nano Letts., 12, 813 (2012)



Protein Solvation Dynamics

Gilmore and McKenzie J. Phys. Chem. A, 112, 2162 (2008)

• Proteins are very unlike 
solvent:

• The motions of atoms is 
restricted/hindered due 
to chemical bonds.

• Modest chromophore-
protein interactions 
mean that the re-
organisation (l) 
timescales of 
chromophores inside 
proteins are far longer 
than in bulk solution.

• Cannot be modelled as 
simply a dielectric.


